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Hey, I’m 

Abbie! 

Hi, I’m 

Mark and 

this is Leo. 

Hiya, I’m 

Monika. 

Hello, I’m 

Josh and 

this is 

Meg. 

And I’m,  

Nicola and 

this is 

Molly. 

The Survivors of the Crash! 



Everything was silent as usual in The Land of the Divided. A river 

flowing was the only noise heard for miles, until… CRASH!!! A plane 

crash landed into the Land of the Divided High School and the five 

friends quickly find each other. This is where our story begins. 



[Insert story text here] 

Abbie, Mark, Monika and Josh walk deeper into the 

thick forest unaware of their surroundings and unaware 

that Nicola has been split up from the group. 

Where 

are we? 
There’s   

nobody 

here! 
What are 

we going 

to do? 

I wonder 

where  

Nicola is... 



After a lot of walking they finally reach an abandoned town. To 

find a large letter explain how Nicola has been captured and they 

must save her. The letter states she’s trapped in the mountains and 

the friends set off once again on and adventure to save Nicola. 

I hope 

she’s 

okay!    
We must 

save her! 



They arrive at the mountains to find four mysterious 

tunnels which they each walk down with trembling 

legs to find obstacles they must overcome. 

Abbie Josh mark Monika 



[Insert story text here] 

Turn back now you can 

go back to camp and have 

a nice long sleep and sit 

by the nice warm fire... 

I would much 

rather sleep than 

save Nicola, but I 

know that’s the 

wrong decision.  



Its too 

hard! 

You wont 

be able to 

do this! 

These voices  in 

my head are 

always getting 

in the way! I’m 

going to use 

my resilience 

to save Nicola! 



[Insert story text here] 

ROLL UP ROLL 

UP FREE SWEETS 

AND TOYS! 

I need to stop 

getting so distracted 

and save  

Nicola ! 



I can’t hear 

you!! 

lalalalalalalala 
Your going to listen to 

what I have to say and I’m 

going through that door 

whether you like it or not! 



They all reach the end of their 

tunnels to find Nicola trapped by The 

Hands Down Teacher Creature. 

Don’t worry 

Nicola! We’ll 

help you! 



Nicola overcomes her fear and with the help 

of the rest of the gang escapes not being 

heard by The Hands Down Teacher Creature. 



We all have our own strengths and weaknesses! 

No matter 

what, don't 

give up! 

I’ll speak up 

for myself now! 

I’m glad I 

overcame my 

lazy self! 

Being at  

secondary 

school is 

hardpretty 

hard. 

It’s good I  

didn’t get 

distracted in the 

tunnel today. 
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